


About Us
Headquartered in Switzerland, KAPHS is a leading supplier of high-end
architectural products. Since its founding in 2003, Kaphs has achieved
considerable success through the provision of speciality architectural
products in Europe, the Middle East, North Africa and South East Asia.
KAPHS has built a global network of partners including architects,
designers, engineers, manufactures and contractors. This allows KAPHS to
ensure exclusive access to innovative products such as Kaplux, Lumière
and Lumière Lux, all developed by KAPHS.



Locations and Contact

Europe KAPHS S.A.
Avenue des Alpes 104

1820 Montreux, Switzerland

Tel: +41 79 409 67 41

Middle East
Africa 

KAPHS Middle East 
Business Bay, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 45542145 / +971 56 9360379
Egypt
+20 100 151 9393

India KAPHS Architectural & Aviation 
Products Pvt. Ltd

Tel: +91 99 44409000 

+ 41 79 409 67 41

Singapore LISUS TECHNOLOGY PTE. Tel: +41 79 409 67 41



Germany

Germany

Germany

Singapore

Switzerland

Switzerland

Italy

Lumière
Switzerland

India 

Partners

Germany



Products
Architectural Hardware Products

Spiders and Point Fixing Systems

Tension Cable and Rods Systems

Spigots / Pool Fencing / Canopies / Hand Railings & Balustrades

Glass Products LINIT U-Profile Glass Stoneglass

Media Glass Façade Dichroic and Metalised Interlayers

Metal Elements
Woven Wire Mesh Façades Expanded and Laser Cut Metal 

Panels 

Transparent Media Façades Cast Decorative Panels

3D Lighting Panels

Mood 3D

Decolux 3 

Magic 3D

Miracle 3D



Kaplux Honeycomb 
Insulating Glass

KAPLUX is the result of intensive research and our
effort to develop a glazing product that both allows
natural light into a building while providing a high
degree of thermal insulation. KAPLUX uses UV
stabilized, multicell polymer infills in glass to redirect
and allow natural lighting through. The filtered light
allows for a substantial reduction in heat transmitted
into the building, resulting in comfortable and energy-
effective interiors.
Light transmission can be controlled in the range of
55% to 77% based on the thickness, colour and type of
honeycomb panels used. The solar performance of the
IGUs can be further optimized by using Low-E or other
multifunctional coatings.



Kaplux
Honeycomb

Panels

Integrating honeycomb panels from Tubus Bauer, Kaphs has developed insulating glass
products in the Kaplux range. These high-performance insulating glass units can be
supplied using standard honeycomb panels of 12mm, 14mm,16mm, 20mm or of
customized thickness. In addition to neutral colour, honeycomb panels can be
customised in colour and size, ranging from 3mm to 12mm.
The panels transmit up to 70% of incident light (depending on type of infill and glass
specification). They are produced from UV stabilized polymers and manufactured using
“angular selective” technology.



Kaplux Honeycomb Panels



Kaplux Honeycomb Panels



Project 
References

Kuwait Ministries Complex



Dichroic 
Interlayers

Dichroic interlayers in width of
1400 mm, 1800mm or less, can
be laminated with Low Iron Glass,
incorporated with insulating glass
unit, or combined with solar
control glass in order to achieve
stunning colour effects and
performance.
The interlayers create an
occasionally intangible mix of
form, volume, function that can
be breath-taking, depending on
the light source and viewing
angle. By creating a spectrum of
colours, these interlayers truly
bring a building to life.

Lumière



Specialist 
Metalized 
Interlayers

Metalized interlayers are incorporated with low iron glass or normal float glass to
achieve effects visible both inside and outdoor, where the appearance is reflective
(gold, silver or blue) to soothing light grey or even clear.
These metalized interlayers optimise thermal performance, reducing heat absorption
through glazed areas while allowing daylight to penetrate into the building.
These interlayers can form a part of double-glazed units combined with multifunctional
coated glass to achieve higher solar performance.

Lumière 



Lumière Lux 3D 
Lighting Systems
LUMIÈRE LUX Three-dimensional light structures
fascinate like the Northern or Southern Lights do.
These 3D light structures break through the
confines of spaces to create an optical depth that
expands even the narrowest areas.
Depending on the choice of fabric, you can either
eliminate the position of the light source or define
its exact position, thereby allowing a sense of
space beyond the dimensions of the room. The
combination is further enhanced through the use
of RGB LED combinations. Whether it be a lift
enclosure, a ceiling panel or simply wall décor,
the enclosed space is completely reconfigured.
The applications of LUMIÈRE LUX are manifold:
kitchens, bedrooms, lounge furnishings, or as
complete ceiling panels.



Mood 3D 
Laminates

LUMIÈRE LUX Mood
Laminates provide mesmerising
3D depth in combination with
LEDs; the clarity of the material
leaves a lasting impression. A
wide variety of finishes are
available either embedded in
glass or in acrylic.



Magic 3D 
Laminates

High-quality laminates of LUMIÈRE LUX
Magic shine through the laminates.
Exposed to parallel lights, the material
creates different illuminated shapes,
depending on the laminate arrangement,
distance and angle of viewing. These
laminates have strong three-dimensional
effects, lending an appearance of depth
that expands beyond the installation space.
The colour of light structures can be varied
using RGB LEDs.



Decolux
3D 

Laminates

The appearance of depth
produced by this special
laminate creates a spacious feel
even though it occupies only a
tiny space. Decolux Laminates
and LED lights can be
configured in tandem to
produce riveting 3D shapes.



Miracle 3D 
Laminates

The Miracle is a special version
of LUMIÈRE LUX that conceals
sources of light for a subtle
three-dimensional effect.



Contact Us
Headquarters

Kaphs S.A.
CH-1820

Switzerland
Tel: +41794096741

Middle East
Kaphs Middle East Building 

Materials Trading LLC
Office No: 702, Sobha Ivory 2

Business Bay, P.O Box: 30731 Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +97145542145

Mob: +971569360379

India
Kaphs Architectural & Aviation 

Products Pvt. Ltd
E ‒ 78, South Ex. Part ‒ I
New Delhi ‒ 110049
Tel: +41794096741

Open any camera app 
to view our instagram

https://www.kaphssa.com


